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PURPOSE: To comply with the mandatory requirements to collect DNA samples fiom prisoners during
processing who have been booked into the Temporary Detention Facility and charged with a felony offense.

PQ@,

It is the policy of Jacksonville Police Department to collect DNA samples from prisoners during
the book-in process who have been charged with any felony offerxes as ourlined in A.C.A. S12.12,1006.

DEFINTTIONS:

COMBINED DNA INDEX SYSTEM (CODIS)' A nationwide database comprised of DNA profiles
of convicted offenders, profiles developed from evidence in unsolved cases, and miscellaneous
profiles such as missing persons and unidentified human remains.

1.

ARKANSAS STATE CRIME tAB (ASCL) DNA DATABASE, A database consisting of DNA
profiles developed from within the State ofArkansas.
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PROCEDLTRES:

A

B.
C.

D.

E.

AC.A

(ulit

l-aw), it is mandatory to collect DNA samples from
prisoners booked into the Jaclaonville Police Depanment Temporary Detention Facility for any
felony offense if the offender is processed through AFIS in our facility. lf the offender is
transferred to another faciliry, such as PCRDF, then that facility will be responsible for the
collection and submission of the DNA sample.
If the prisoner is less than eighteen (18) yean of age, and being charged as an adult with a felony
offense, a DNA sample will be taken.
DNA swab kits (saliva only) will be stored in the IPD Temporary Detention Facility for the
Transport/Specialized Offrcer (TSO) or Officer to obtain the DNA sample ftom any inmate
charged with a felony. The TSO or Officer will inform the prisoner of the reason for the taking of
the sample by the standard form (Act 974 Juli's Law) that accompanies this policy and is provided
by the Civilian Property/Evidence Technician (CPET). The TSO or Officer will read aloud the Act
974 luli\ [-aw Form IPD Form 14-3) to the prisoner in fulI view of the book in camera and
provide the prisoner with a copy of this form upon signature. For security and safety reasons, the
TSO or Officer will not initiate this process alone and should not aftempt this process until such
time as another officer or Temporary Detention Facility staffpersonnel are arailable.
lf the pdsoner agrees to comply with the process the TSO or Officer will:
1. Obtain a DNA collection kit which will contain one pair of plastic gloves, one buccal swab
stic\ unsealed paper envelope, alcohol prep pad, two ink srips, DNA lnformation Card, pink
card with barcode labels, transport pouch, and direction sheet.
2. The TSO or Officer will fill out the DNA Database Information Card and hare the prisoner
sign in the appropriate section.
3. After putting on the gloves, the TSO or Officer will open the sealed buccal swab and attach the
barcode labels, found on the pink card, to the buccal swab, transport pouch and DNA
Information Card, following the directions on the card.
4. lf more than one kit is needed to collect a sample due to issues caused by the prisoner, note the
number of kits used so the prisoner can be charged with each kit.
If the prisoner refi.rses to comply, the TSO or Officer will indicate the refusal on the form provided
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by the CPET. An offense report will be completed and the CPET will contact the Depury
Prosecuting Anomey for legal assistance in obtaining the sample. A copy of the offerse repon
should be anached to the Arrest Disposition Repon (ADR) and kept with the prisoner's jail
paperwork.

F.

Employees of the ]acksonville Police Depanment who are adequately trained on this process may, if
AC.A S12.12.1006.
The DNA sample will be taken in full view of the facility recording system. The Officer taking the
sample will then send an email informing the CPET the date and time of collection. It will be the
necessary, use reasonable force to obtain the sample by authority of

G.

H.

l.

responsibility of the TSO or Officer taking the sample to retrielr the video recording and place it
into property when any q,pe of force is used to obtain the sample.
Once the DNA sample is collected and packaged, it should be placed in an evidence locker but not
entered into BEAST or RMS as property. The CPET will be responsible for rransporting the DNA
samples to the ASCL as required by state statute. No DNA samples received in this process will be
kept or stored at the Jacksonville Police Department except for such a time necessary for tansport
to the ASCL.
lt is the responsibility of the CPET and the Support Sewices Training Officer to insure all TSOs
and Officers hare been adequately trained on this process before they are allowed to take a sample
from a prisoner. This training will be documented and a record maintained in the employee's

taining file.

J. lt is the responsibility

of the CPET to anend any training or conferences pertaining to Julie's Law
and to disseminate any new updates or changes to this process to the appropriate personnel. The
Support Services Training Offrcer should also be educated in such matters so as to be able to
provide insmrction in orientation or other intemal departmental training to Officers and TSO.

B,crd

/0k

Breft C. Hibbs
Chief of Police
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ACT 974IULI'S LAW

t,

offense(s):

have been charged the following felony
I

understand that being charged does NOT mean I am guilty.

I

understand that the ]acksonville Police Department is mandated by
Arkansas State Law to obtain a sample of my DNA" and is NOT required to
have a warrant to do so. This sample will be taken with one oral swab
rubbed against the inside of my cheek. The sample will be sent to the
Arkansas State Crime Lab, where it will be kept on file.

t,

with the ]acksonville Police Department
of A.C.A. $12-12-1006 fluli's

have informed
Law). As required, I have obtained (1) one oral swab of his/her saliva, and
will place it into evidence to be sent to the Arkansas State Crime Lab.

Signature of Individual

Date/Time

Signature of Officer Obtaining Sample

Date/Time
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